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Andro-Mod Games Strategy Redsun RTS Premium (MOD, Unlimited Money) Redsun RTS is a prime example of the classic genre of RTS, unjustly forgotten today. In this game you directly and as you say the name of the genre, in real time control the army, build a base, plan attacks and strengthen the defense on the battlefield. At your
disposal are different types of units - each with their own tasks, strengths and weaknesses. The game is made in a 2D-isometric style. Key Features:- No donation- Almost identical to the first RTS on PC control (adjusted for touchscreen use) - 2D graphics using particulate matter-No software restrictions on unit creation (limitation can only
apply to weak machines) - Multiplayer 1x1- The ability to play with a mouse using the OTG-cable system series and achievements using the Google PlayDifferences service between the paid version :- No advertising- The ability to play for the USSR-research offline game Download ... Home Android Games Redsun RTS
PremiumShareCheck Update: Kinsey kinsey Ibrahimovic. OK number one? OK NoDescriptionVideoStarsAdd. info RedSun RTS Premium is a military strategy game for Android devices. Exciting gameplay Incredibly exciting, real-time strategy game, created on all the canons of favorite millions of genres, as well as able to please all fans
of such iconic titles as: Red Alert and Tiberian Sun. In RedSun RTS Premium you will control your troops, build bases and outposts, plan enemy attacks, strengthen your defenses and use the most dizzying tactics and strategic maneuvers. Get ready for the most epic confrontation of your life! For fans of classics At the beginning of the
game you will be presented with three opposing factions - Alliance, Japanese Empire and Soviets, each of which has a unique set of abilities, as well as different units and equipment with their characteristics. You can expect up to three full-fledged campaigns for each faction, capturing 1-on-1 rating battles, PVP multiplayer, classic
controls, high-quality graphics and polished gameplay that won't let you get bored! It's quincy's quanite. Whats newDownload apk file. If you are updating and the previous version of the app has been downloaded from us, then we put it on top of the old version, otherwise performance (data storage) is not guaranteedAll in the settings of
installing applications from unknown sources (made once) Set APK (for example, using any file manager)If the app does not install, read the types of signatures and why they need appRunA short video instruction to install applications with the cache is here turn off the automatic login in Google Play Games. How it's written Apk. Start the
installation with a built-in file manager (usually downloaded files are placed in the Download folder). To do this, simply click on the apk file once and click set Allow in settings to install applications from unknown sources (done once). Read more about the Signature Types theme and why you need them If you're updating and you've
downloaded the previous version of the app from us, we're putting it on top of the old version, otherwise operability (data storage) is not guaranteed. Done. This is a paid version of the free app that has only a few additional features that are listed below. Before you buy this app, we strongly recommend you download and try the free
Redsun RTS app is a great example of the classic RTS genre, now unfairly forgotten. In this game you directly and that speak for yourself the name of the genre, armed with real-time control, build a base, plan attacks and strengthen the defense on the battlefield. Almost identical to the first RTS on PC control (adjusted for the use of a
touch screen). 2D Graphics with part-use particles - No software restrictions on creative units (limitation may concern weak machines) - The ability to play with a mouse using an OTG cable - a system of ratings and achievements using the Google Play service Description: Redsun RTS Premium - as the name suggests, the game belongs
to a fairly rare genre of Real-time strategy, among other things, it is also installed in the most authentic form. Well, the classics - to build a base, to produce the resources necessary to build infrastructure and defense, and go to war with the enemy after the formation of the army. Guaranteed fun for old-school fans. Characteristics : Almost
identical to the first RTS on PC control (adapted for the use of the touch screen). 2D graphics with particles used - No software restrictions to create units (restrictions can only affect weak machines) - Multiplayer 1x1 - The ability to play with a mouse on otG cable games , Strategy Developer : Digital Garbage Content : Redsun RTS is a
perfect example of the classic RTS genre, unjustly forgotten today. In this game it is straight and, as the name of the genre says, you control in real time, build a base, plan attacks and strengthen the defense on the battlefield. Different types of units are at your disposal - each with its own tasks, strengths and weaknesses. The game is
made in a 2D isometric style. Characteristics : No Donata - it's almost identical to the first RTS on PC control (corrected for touchscreen use). 2D graphics with part-time: No software restrictions on unit creation (limitation can only affect weak machines) - 1x1 Multiplayer Redsun RTS Premium - incredibly addictive military strategy in real
game for android devices, created according to all the canons of the beloved by millions of genre, as well as able to please all fans of such a cult of cult like: Red Alert and Tiberian Sun. You will control your own army, rebuild bases and outposts, plan attacks on the enemy, strengthen your defenses and use the most dizzying tactics and
strategic maneuvers. Get ready for the most epic confrontations of your life! At the very beginning of the game of your choice will be represented by three opposing factions - alliance, Japanese Empire and Soviets, each of which has a unique set of abilities, as well as different units and equipment with their own characteristics. You will
find three full-fledged campaigns for each of the factions, exciting rating fights in real time 1 on 1, multiplayer PVP, classic controls, high-quality graphics and polished in the smallest details gameplay, which will not let you get bored! More information requires Android4.0 and up developerDigital garbage, a great game! Red Alert for my
phone :) - APKAward.com This game is actually no less than other RTS games, say, the phone on excellent RTS is rare, we have to love home and Ukraine, but the network of those so-called RTS is mostly by turns the strategy of Krypton gold game, in addition to the simulator running Red Alert, this game can be said to be small in size,
but with Red Alert almost mold The texture of the map is the same. Download Infomation Size 47.6MB Version 1.1.123 Version Code 10011123 Lang af am am as az be bg bs ca cs de el en-au en-CA en-GB en-XC en-XC es es-es-ES-US et eu fa fi fr fr-CA gl gu hhu gi id at iw ja ka kk km kn ko ky l l mn m mr ms n my nb ne nl or pa pt-pt-
PT-PT ro ru si sk sq sr-Latn sv sw tl tl uk your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-T FOREGROUND_SERVICE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE W zu : Allows apps to open network outlets. Allows apps to access network information.
STORAGE: Allows the app to write to an external store. Allows the app to read from an external store. Operating Systems Min Sdk 19 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.4 (KITKAT) Target Sdk 29 Target Sdk Txt 29 Lot window does not support small screens, Normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 supports any density of Yes Density
120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65535 Custom features uses touchscreen hardware functions: The app uses the Global Mobile Communication System (GSM) telephone system. Using the implied feature The App uses the Global Mobile System (GSM) Telephony Radio System.: Signature Md5 5ECF6DBD86BD78406B00F0FD0486
Signature 12C24CDD80AC13B8AAEF6748E956344C89D467592 Sha256 DAFE31F78A7C7C07E65FBF1BD54BAA0825E36C4369B0A9C1C411B809A63C03 valid from Fri Jun 27 10:23:307 CEST 2014 to: St. October 24 10:23:07 CEST 4204 Serial Number 221ad1bd Android Developer Android Ou Unknown Organization Unknown
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